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General Knowledge Quiz 

 

1.  Hindu laws and customs were first written down in holy songs called what?   

 

2.  What is the name for a Japanese silk robe?   

 

3.  What can butterflies and moths not do if their body temperature is lower than 30°C?   

 

4.  How many billion people live on Earth?   

 

5. How many degrees is the temperature on Venus?   

 

6. What is the name of rain that falls as ice crystals?   

 

7. How many million new red blood cells are made in bone marrow every second?   

 

8. What were large Ancient Roman houses called?   

 

9. Which river in Egypt flooded its banks every year leaving the soil fertile?   

 

10.  Which is the largest species of penguin?   

 

11.  If a person started coughing up blood, got large black lumps under their armpits and 

started being sick in 1348, which disease did they have?   

 

12.  What is the name of the highest mountain in the world?  
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Vedas Nile emperor villas 

seven hail two 450 

the Black Death fly kimono Everest 
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General Knowledge Quiz 

 

1.  Hindu laws and customs were first written down in holy songs called what?  Vedas 

 

2.  What is the name for a Japanese silk robe?  Kimono 

 

3.  What can butterflies and moths not do if their body temperature is lower than 30°C?  Fly 

 

4.  How many billion people live on Earth?  Seven 

 

5. How many degrees is the temperature on Venus?  450  

 

6. What is the name of rain that falls as ice crystals?  Hail 

 

7. How many million new red blood cells are made in bone marrow every second?  Two 

 

8. What were large Ancient Roman houses called?  Villas 

 

9. Which river in Egypt flooded its banks every year leaving the soil fertile?  Nile 

 

10.  Which is the largest species of penguin?  Emperor 

 

11.  If a person started coughing up blood, got large black lumps under their armpits and 

started being sick in 1348, which disease did they have?  The Black Death 

 

12.  What is the name of the highest mountain in the world?  Everest 
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